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I. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE  
The Wabasha Port Authority (RGU and Proposer) will prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) 

for the Wabasha Barge Terminal Project (Project). The proposed Project is located on a 59-acre site in 

Section 30, Township 111N, Range 10W (44.3913760, -92.0536705), in the City of Wabasha, Wabasha 

County, Minnesota (see Figures 1 and 2). The purpose of the project is to facilitate the transfer of 

approximately 270,000 CY of sand that is annually dredged from the Mississippi River within a roughly 6-

mile reach of the river centered on Wabasha. This material is dredged by the US Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE) to maintain a 9-foot navigable channel along this stretch of the Mississippi River. The 

Wabasha barge terminal site will facilitate the transfer of sand from river barges to trucks for transport 

to off-site facilities for use as reclamation material for existing sand and gravel mines or other potential 

beneficial reuse.   

 

An Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for this project is mandatory pursuant to Minnesota Rules 

4410.2000, subp 2, which directs that an EIS shall be prepared if the project meets or exceeds the 

thresholds of any of the EIS categories listed in 4410.4400. Minnesota Rule 4410.4400, subpart 17, 

addresses barge fleeting facilities. The rule states the following: 

 

“For construction of a barge fleeting facility at a new off-channel location that involves the 

dredging of 1,000 or more cubic yards, the DOT or port authority is the RGU” 

 

The EIS will meet applicable requirements of Minnesota Rule 4410.0200 to 4410.7800 that govern the 

Minnesota Environmental Review Program. The Wabasha Port Authority is the RGU under the 

Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The RGU or Project Proposer may engage the services of a 

consultant to assist in EIS preparation; however, the Port Authority will retain responsibility for EIS 

content. 

 

This Final Scoping Decision Document (FSDD) is a companion to the Scoping Environmental Assessment 

Worksheet (EAW) prepared for the proposed Project. During development of the Scoping EAW and the 

FSDD, the Proposer provided information to the RGU. The RGU sought review and comment from 

technical staff at several state and federal agencies, including the Minnesota Department of Natural 

Resources (MnDNR), Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA), Minnesota Department of Health 

(MDH), Minnesota Historical Society (MHS)/State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), US Fish and 

Wildlife Service (USFWS), and USACE. The purpose of the FSDD is to identify environmental effects and 

project alternatives that will be assessed in the EIS. The FSDD also presents a tentative schedule of the 

environmental review process. 

  



II. PROJECT ALTERNATIVES  
The Environmental Quality Board (EQB) rules require that an EIS include at least one alternative of each 

of the following types, or provide an explanation of why no alternative is included in the EIS1: 

• Alternative sites 

• Alternative technologies 

• Modified designs or layouts 

• Modified scale or magnitude 

• Alternatives incorporating reasonable mitigation measures identified through comments 

received during the EIS scoping and draft EIS comment periods  

 

Minnesota Rules part 4410.2300, item G also states that an alternative may be excluded from the 

analysis in the EIS if, “it would not meet the underlying need for or purpose of the project, it would likely 

not have any significant environmental benefit compared to the project as proposed, or another 

alternative, of any type, that will be analyzed in the EIS would likely have similar environmental benefits 

but substantially less adverse economic, employment, or sociological impacts.” Selection or dismissal of 
alternatives will be documented in the EIS. 

No Action Alternative  

The No Action Alternative will include discussion on leaving the current dam in place. The EIS will 

describe the expected condition if the proposed Wabasha Barge Terminal is not constructed, with 

respect to the potential environmental effects outlined in Section 3.0. 

Alternative Sites 

The EQB rules allow the RGU to exclude alternative sites if other sites do not have any significant 

environmental benefit compared to the project as proposed, or if other sites do not meet the underlying 

need and purpose of the project. The EQB’s Guide to Minnesota Environmental Review Rules lists 
several factors for the RGU to consider when deciding whether alternative sites would meet the 

underlying need for or purpose of the project.  

No alternative site alternatives are proposed by the Wabasha Port Authority because the Project 

purpose is reliant on specific locations requirements that are adjacent to and accessible from the 

Mississippi River, that can also be developed in a cost-effectively manner to serve the long-term 

dredging needs along this portion of the navigable river channel. 

Technology Alternatives 

Technology alternatives are not within the scope of the Wabasha Barge Terminal Project and will not be 

considered in the EIS. Best practice technologies for the various activities will be utilized as part of the 

preferred alternative. 

Modified Designs or Layouts 

Modified design or layout alternatives were evaluated during the scoping analysis. For example, several 

designs of the site access road, including location and width of driving surface were considered, along 

with the  location, size, and orientation of the dredge material storage areas were considered. Early site 

screening and potential impact assessments were instrumental in defining the preferred site layout 

 
1 Minnesota Rules part 4410.2300 (Content of EIS), Item G 



illustrated in Figure 3. The site layout represents the Preferred Alternative and is flexible for further site 

alterations dependent upon the results of the analysis that will be completed for the EIS and the permit 

requirements for the operations on the site. 

The EIS will describe any additional design modifications related to the Wabasha Barge Terminal Project 

and the potential environmental effects outlined in Section 3.0 of this document. 

Scale or Magnitude Alternatives 

Scale and project magnitude were defined in part through coordination with the US Army Corps of 

Engineers and based on the Lower Pool 4 Dredged Material Management Plan2. The selected scale and 

magnitude parameters in the Preferred Alternative meet the purpose and need for the Wabasha Barge 

Terminal Project. Therefore, scale and magnitude alternatives will not be retained for further 

consideration and analysis in the EIS. 

Incorporation of Mitigation Measures identified thorough Public Comments  

The EQB rules require consideration of mitigation measures identified through comments on the 

Scoping EAW or the Draft EIS, informally called the “fully mitigated alternative.” The EIS will consider all 
relevant mitigation measures suggested through public comment and will recommend incorporation of 

reasonable mitigation measures into project design and permitting as warranted. 

III. EIS Issues 
The purpose of scoping is “to streamline the document, to identify only potentially significant and 
relevant issues and to define alternatives,” (EQB Guide to Minnesota Environmental Review Rules). 

Issues have been identified and described in the Scoping EAW and are categorized below by significance 

and amount of additional analysis required in the EIS. Mitigation measures that could reasonably be 

applied to eliminate or minimize adverse environmental effects will be identified in the EIS in the section 

describing environmental effects, as well as in a separate chapter for permitting reference. 

Scoping EAW Topics Screened and Removed from Further Review 

The following topics were adequately addressed in the Scoping EAW and were found to be not relevant 

or so minor that they will not be addressed in the EIS:  

Air (Odors) (Item 16) 

The proposed project is not anticipated to generate any nauseous odors during construction or 

operation. Odors will not be further addressed in the EIS. 

Scoping EAW Topics to be Included in the EIS 

The following subjects will be described and analyzed to varying degrees in the EIS: 

Cover Types (Item 7) 

The EIS will provide analysis of cover type impacts within respective sections of the EIS. For example, 

changes in the acres of cropland or forested areas on the site will be discussed in the Farmland section 

and Vegetation section, respectively. Cover types that do not exist within the study area, and will not 

result from the proposed project, will not be discussed in the EIS (e.g., urban/suburban land). The 

 
2 Feasibility Report and Integrated Environmental Assessment, Lower Pool 4 Dredged Material Management Plan 

for the Upper Mississippi River, Wabasha County, MN; Buffalo and Pepin Counties, WI 



proposed barge terminal facility site plan will be utilized to determine areas for cover type conversions, 

areas that may remain unaltered, stormwater treatment sites, and potential impervious surfaces. 

Permits and Approvals Required (Item 8) 

The EIS will include a list of all agency approvals and permits potentially required for the project. 

Land Use (Item 9) 

The EIS will verify and summarize the existing land uses identified within the Wabasha Barge Terminal 

study area. The EIS will also address existing land uses adjacent to the site within a half-mile buffer area 

of the site. This half-mile buffer will serve as a guideline to evaluate land use compatibility and 

identifying environmental impacts within an area of potential impact resulting from the proposed barge 

terminal operations. No additional analysis is planned for the EIS regarding the description of land uses 

within the project area. A series of mitigation strategies will be explored to avoid and minimize impacts 

from the proposed operations on land uses within the area of impact. 

Geology, Soils, & Topography/Landforms (Item 10) 

The EIS will include an evaluation of the geologic conditions at the Wabasha Barge Terminal study area, 

including an assessment of potential impacts to bedrock geology, surficial geology and underlying 

aquifers. The EIS will include a discussion of site geology, soils, and topography, as well as a more 

complete assessment of potential impacts of the site layout and operations of the barge terminal 

facilities. 

Water Resources (Item 11) 

The EIS will include a discussion and further assessment of both surface and groundwater resources. An 

impact analysis of the proposed site layout will include a discussion of existing jurisdictional wetlands on 

the site, avoidance alternatives, minimization measures considered, wetland impacts and proposed 

mitigation. Impacts of the barge terminal facility on the water table, and impacts associated with other 

surface waters (e.g., dredging in Mississippi River) will also be conducted and discussed in the EIS. A 

detailed floodplain assessment will also be completed with findings summarized in the EIS. 

Contamination/Hazardous Materials/Wastes (Item 12) 

The EIS will verify and summarize known contaminated/hazardous sites in the study area. The EIS will 

evaluate the extent of hazardous materials being used and/or stored onsite and will include a discussion 

of mitigation measures that may be employed to address potential impacts should remedial action be 

necessary. 

Fish, Wildlife, Plant Communities, & Sensitive Ecological Resources (Rare Features) (Item 13) 

The EIS will address impacts of the project on state and/or federal threatened and endangered species, 

rare plant communities and other sensitive ecological resources. The EIS will use species range and 

distribution maps, scientific literature, and site survey information to determine whether these 

resources are present in the Wabasha Barge Terminal Facility study area, and if present, the extent of 

and potential impact to the resource. 

Ongoing coordination with the Corps of Engineers, USFWS, and MnDNR will determine if  additional rare 

species surveys are needed.  



Historic Properties (Item 14) 

A review of the site layout and recommended limits of the Phase 1 survey will be conducted during the 

development of the Draft EIS. If the site plan encroaches on previously undisturbed areas, the EIS will 

include the results of the Phase 1 survey and any additional findings and recommendations. 

Visual (Item 15) 

The EIS will evaluate and summarize the extent of visual impacts associated with the proposed project 

on adjacent land uses and lines of sight. Mitigation measures will address site design and landscaping 

measures to reduce visual impacts over the course of the project’s lifespan. 

Air (Stationary Source Emissions, Vehicle Emissions, Dust) (Item 16) 

The EIS will review the proposed project’s detailed construction plans to confirm the project’s effect on 
air quality and anticipated vehicle-related emissions. As appropriate, mitigation measures will be utilized 

during the construction and operation of the proposed project. The EIS will include an assessment and 

discussion of dust-related impacts based on the detailed construction plans and introduce mitigation 

measures, including a potential Wet Dust Suppression Plan, to be utilized during the construction or 

operation of the project. 

Noise (Item 17) 

A detailed noise analysis will not be completed as part of the Draft EIS. However, the EIS will assess 

potential noise-related impacts of the proposed project and discuss any associated mitigation measures 

that could be utilized during the construction or operation of the project. 

Transportation (Item 18) 

The EIS will include a discussion of the traffic analysis and results of the traffic study. Intersection and 

roadway operations and safety conditions will be addressed in the Draft EIS along with any identified 

mitigation measures (e.g., geometric improvements, cautionary signage, etc.) that may be needed. 

Ongoing coordination with the Wabasha County Highway Department and MnDOT will occur through 

the preparation of the Draft and Final EIS. 

Cumulative Potential Effects (Item 19) 

The EIS will include a discussion of cumulative potential effects. Additional research and coordination 

with local and state agencies will occur to identify specific projects, including timing, magnitude, and 

estimated impacts. 

IV. Identification of Phased or Connected Actions 
There are no phased elements or connected actions associated with the Project. 

  



V. Tentative EIS Schedule 
June – July 2022   Scoping EAW Comment Period, Public Scoping Meeting 

August 2022    Final Scoping Decision Issued 

August 2022 – November 2022  EIS Preparation Notice Issued, Draft EIS Preparation 

November 2022 – January 2023  Draft EIS Issued, Information Meeting, Public Comment Period 

January 2023 – February 2023  Final EIS Preparation 

February 2023 – March 2023  Final EIS Issued, Public Comment Period 

March 2023 – April 2023  Record of Decision & Notice of Adequacy Preparation 

May 2023    Final EIS Adequacy Determination 

VI. Special Studies or Research 
Various reports and studies will be developed to support the assessment of environmental impacts from 

the proposed Project. The project proposer will provide the following reports for review and  

incorporation into the EIS. The content of these will be independently reviewed and confirmed by the 

DNR and/or the EIS contractor prior to being incorporated into the EIS. 

• Minnesota River Mussel Study 

• Phase I Archaeological Study (potential survey limits still to be determined) 

• Traffic Impact Study 

• Wetland Delineation Report 

VII. Mitigation and Monitoring 
Minnesota Rules 4410.2300 identifies that the EIS shall include mitigation measures that could 

reasonably eliminate or minimize any adverse environmental, economic, employment, or sociological 

effects of the project. To meet this requirement, the EIS will evaluate and discuss mitigation measures to 

address adverse effects identified because of analyses proposed to be completed in the EIS and 

identified in Sections III of the FSDD. 

Specific mitigation measures and best management practices will be identified and documented in the 

EIS to minimize potential adverse impacts. The EIS will also provide information about the types of 

monitoring needed to verify predictions made in the EIS and ensure compliance with permit conditions. 

Specific monitoring plans will be developed and included in the permitting process, which may or may 

not occur simultaneously with preparation of the EIS. To the extent that specific monitoring plans are 

available, they will be included as part of the EIS. If a specific monitoring plan is not available and has 

been recognized in the EIS process as needed, a conceptual monitoring plan will be developed as part of 

the EIS. Monitoring programs will provide a means to identify non-compliance with permit 

requirements, so that corrective action can be developed to minimize unforeseen impacts from the 

Project. 

  



VIII. Scoping EAW and Draft Scoping Decision Document Comments 
The Scoping EAW and Draft Scoping Decision Document (DSDD) were filed with the Minnesota 

Environmental Quality Board (EQB) and circulated for review to the required EQB Distribution List. A 

“notice of availability” was published in the EQB Monitor on June 21, 2022. Comments were formally 
received through July 21, 2022. A total of five written comment letters were received during the Scoping 

EAW comment period. Additionally, a public Scoping Meeting was held on July 19, 2022 as part of the 

Wabasha Port Authority meeting. Individuals were able to participate in-person or virtually via a Zoom 

meeting option. One resident of Wabasha participated in the meeting. No comments specific to the EIS 

process (Scoping EAW or DSDD) were received during the scoping meeting.  

All comments received during the comment period will be reviewed to ensure that the analyses 

undertaken as part of the EIS process adequately identify and provide mitigation measures for any 

potential environmental impacts. Ongoing coordination with commenting agencies has already begun 

and will continue to occur throughout the EIS process. Comments received during the scoping comment 

period are provided in Appendix B. 

IX. Governmental Permits or Approvals 
The EIS will identify all permits and approvals potentially required for this project. While some permit 

application review may occur concurrently with EIS preparation, the EIS will not necessarily contain all 

information required for a decision on those permits. No permits have been designated to have all 

information developed concurrently with the preparation of the EIS; however, the City of Wabasha and 

the Wabasha Port Authority intend to concurrently gather information needed for receiving approvals 

and/or permits from local, state, and federal agencies. No permits will require the preparation of a 

record of decision pursuant to Minnesota Rules 4410.2100, subpart 6D. To expedite the permitting and 

approval processes, coordination with resource agencies and other appropriate jurisdictions has already 

begun and will occur throughout the EIS process. 

  



Appendix A: FSDD Figures 
Figure 1 – Regional Location Map 

Figure 2 – USGS Location Map 

Figure 3 – Preliminary Site Layout (April 2022)



Figure 1 – Regional Location Map 

 



Figure 2 – USGS Location Map 

 



Figure 3 – Preliminary Site Layout (May 2022) 



Appendix B: Comments Received on DSDD 
Minnesota Department of Natural Resources 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources – Natural Heritage Review Specialist 

Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

United States Department of the Interior – Fish & Wildlife Service 

Comment Received from General Public 
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Division of Ecological and Water Resources 

Region 3 Headquarters 

1200 Warner Road 

Saint Paul, MN 55106 

July 21, 2022 

 

Caroline Gregerson, City Administrator 

Wabasha Port Authority 

900 Hiawatha Drive E 

Wabasha, Minnesota 55981 

Dear Ms. Gregerson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Wabasha Barge Facility Scoping Environmental 

Assessment Worksheet (SEAW) and Wabasha Barge Terminal Draft Scoping Decision Document 

(DSDD). The Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) recognizes the challenges inherent to 

dredged material management and the importance of maintaining a safe and reliable 9-foot navigation 

channel on the Upper Mississippi River. It is in this context that we offer these comments and express 

DNR’s commitment to continuing to work with the Wabasha Port Authority as the Responsible 

Governmental Unit (RGU) on this important environmental review.  

Purpose, Need and Alternatives Analysis 

The purpose and need for this project appears to be limited to the need to transport dredged material 

generated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE).  It is important to both the environmental 

review process as well as for DNR’s subsequent consideration of a Public Waters Work permit 

application that the purpose and need be clearly articulated and not be so narrow as to preclude the 

analysis of meaningful alternatives.  More specifically, the Minnesota Environmental Policy Act (Minn. 

Stat. § 116D.04, subd. 6) precludes “state actions significantly affecting the quality of the environment” 
if there is a “feasible and prudent alternative consistent with the reasonable requirement of the public 
health, safety, and welfare of the state’s paramount concern for the protection of its air, water, land, 
and other natural resources from pollution, impairment, or destruction.”  Courts have consistently 

ruled that the statement of need and purpose cannot be so narrow and vague as to undermine any 

meaningful review of alternatives, particularly where the project is a government project.  Courts have 

also noted that the statement of need and purpose should not sanction a specific project plan but 

rather should focus on the general goal of the project, which here seems to be delivering dredged 
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material to the storage site.  If there is an additional purpose and need for this project, that is unclear 

from the DSDD.   

If the primary or exclusive purpose and need for the project is to transfer dredged material to the 

storage site, there appear to be other alternatives that should be considered.  These alternatives might 

include the use of hydraulic dredging with a pipeline to the storage site (such as that proposed at 

Read’s Landing), that could minimize environmental impacts.  

The DNR also observes that, if a barge facility is the selected alternative, that alternative will require a 

Public Waters Work Permit from the DNR.  For the reasons outlined below, that unless the 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) evaluates project alternatives, the document will likely be of 

limited use in the permit review process. Therefore, the importance of a clearly articulated purpose 

and need statement that then informs the identification and evaluation of project alternatives extends 

beyond the environmental review process to the consideration of permit applications. 

Scoping EAW Comments 

1. Page 2, Project Description.  The impetus for the project seems to be entirely for the purpose of 

aiding the USACE in the storage of dredged material. No other purpose or use for the barge 

facility is provided.  It is, therefore, our understanding that the sole purpose of this project is for 

the storage of dredged material generated by USACE and that, after that work is completed, 

this facility will be closed and restored. If this understanding is correct, a restoration plan will be 

required, consistent with the requirements for other USACE dredged material placement sites, 

and should be described or referenced within the EIS.  Alternatively, if there is an intent by the 

City to use this facility after dredging has ceased, the environmental review document should 

so state and articulate the general need of the City for the facility. 

2. Page 3, Project Description.  This section states that dredging will occur in an “existing access 
channel.”  Anecdotally available information indicates there might not be an existing access 

channel, despite previous dredging in this area in 1982, some 40 years ago. This might be better 

worded as “Dredging an access channel within the footprint of the 1982 dredged access 

channel impact area,” or similar.  

3. Page 3, Project Description and Alternatives Analysis.  This section states that the proposer will 

“dredge an area to accommodate barge maneuvering and docking.”  We realize that final plans 
are not yet available, but final plans are not a prerequisite to crafting a statement of a project 

need and purpose that meets MEPA standards.  The need should reflect the project’s general 
goals, objective and needs (i.e., addresses why this project is needed) to allow identification 

and analysis of the full range of alternatives.  Additionally, please include as much information 

as possible to facilitate a comprehensive evaluation of potential alternatives.  Examples of 

useful additional information would include:  a description of how many barges would be 

needed to transport the dredged material, a description of how many barges would need to 

dock at the facility at any one time, whether the project purpose requires that there be fleeting 

or mooring areas, and whether there are less impactful solutions than construction of a barge 

facility to transport dredge material to the dredge storage site. 
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4. Page 4, Previous Development.  This site is identified as one of several sites within the USACE’s 
Lower Pool 4 Dredged Material Management Plan (DMMP), which is a federal Environmental 

Assessment document, and should be mentioned as previous environmental review. 

5. Page 5, Permits and Approvals.  Under Local Agencies, City of Wabasha on Table 3, “Floodplain 
Permit” should be added as a Type of Application/Permit. 

6. Page 5, Permits and Approvals.  The City is currently working through the rare species survey 

process for its proposed project with DNR.  This analysis will need to be undertaken for all of 

the proposed alternatives analyzed during environmental review.  For any alternative analyzed, 

a DNR Permit to Take may be needed for any state-listed threatened and endangered species 

that cannot be avoided. Thus, a DNR Permit to Take should be listed on Table 3.  

7. Page 5, Permits and Approvals. If during the construction of the proposed facility, or any project 

alternative, it is necessary to appropriate water, including for construction site dewatering 

during the installation of utilities, and the volume of water taken exceeds 10,000 gallons per 

day, or one million gallons per year, then a DNR Water Appropriation Permit would be required. 

Thus, a DNR Water Appropriation Permit should also be listed on Table 3. 

8. Page 5, Permits and Approvals.  Part of the proposed storage site is currently included under 

the USACE’s approved Channel Maintenance Management Plan and Dredged Material 

Management Plan. Based on these plans, the DNR has authorized the USACE to deposit dredge 

material at part of this site under DNR’s General Permit 1994-5082.  The EIS should clearly 

identify dredge spoil authorizations between City and USACE jurisdictions.    

9. Page 6, Land Use.  This section states that for the City’s preferred alternative “there are no 
identified parks, trails or recreational resources within the project site.” This area of the Upper 

Mississippi River has a substantial amount of fishing and boating activities.  Small boats 

frequently use this area to access the side channel to the west of Drury Island and there are 

also primitive camping sites on the interior of the island complex.   

There is no mention in the Land Use section of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 

property associated with the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife Refuge (NWR) that is 

located immediately adjacent to the preferred alternative project parcel. The Paragraph 

referencing “Appendix A, Figure 3 “Existing Conditions”” and the figure itself would lead the 

reader to believe that USFWS refuge lands bordering the property are agricultural in nature 

instead of federal refuge lands. Similarly, the paragraph referencing “Appendix A, Figure 10, 
“Outdoor Recreation”” and the figure itself would lead the reader to believe that the USFWS 

lands are not publicly accessible recreational resources. 

In general, the scoping document appears to downplay the amount of recreational use that 

occurs in the vicinity. The proposed facility will have an effect on recreational opportunities and 

these impacts should be addressed in greater detail.  As part of the required MEPA analysis of 

project alternatives, the EIS should identify each alternative’s potential impacts on recreation 
and consider differences among them.  

10. Page 15, Stormwater.  If more than one acre of new impervious surfaces will be installed, will a 

Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) be developed for the various alternatives for 

the project? 
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11. Page 16, Wetlands.  The proposed project is within a site identified by the Minnesota Biological 

Survey (MBS) as a Site of Moderate Biodiversity Significance. Sites of Biodiversity Significance 

have varying levels of native biodiversity and are ranked based on the relative significance of 

this biodiversity at a statewide level. Sites ranked as Moderate contain occurrences of rare 

species and/or moderately disturbed native plant communities, and/or landscapes that have a 

strong potential for recovery. Green dragon (Arisaema dracontium), Gary’s sedge (Carex grayi), 

and cattail sedge (Carex typhina), all state-listed plant species of special concern, have been 

documented within the site and may be adversely affected by this project. As part of the 

required MEPA analysis of project alternatives, the EIS should identify each alternative’s 
potential impacts on these wetland resources and consider differences among the alternatives 

in terms of their potential to avoid or minimize wetland impacts. This analysis should consider 

the quality of the wetland plant community being impacted, as well as the potential to degrade 

plant communities within close proximity to the facility that could be effected by 

sedimentation, barge traffic, and the introduction of invasive species. 

12. Page 19, Rare Features.  Please see the enclosed DNR Natural Heritage Review (NHIS) letter 

dated, July 8, 2022, which contains an assessment of rare features and species that may be 

adversely affected by the proposed project. Please note that this letter contains required 

avoidance measures for state-listed species known to occur within the project area, including 

in-water work restriction dates, as well as instructions regarding a required mussel survey. A 

robust alternative analysis of locations, technology and site design is needed to document 

consideration of avoidance measures. Minnesota’s Endangered Species Statute (Minnesota 

Statutes, section 84.0895) and associated Rules (Minnesota Rules, part 6212.1800 to 6212.2300 

and chapter 6134) prohibit the take of threatened or endangered species without a permit. 

Therefore, no project work may proceed until potential impacts to state-listed rare species have 

been addressed, either via approved avoidance measures or a DNR Permit to Take.  

13. Page 19, Rare Species.  The fish community description appears incomplete and outdated. 

Notably, it cites Long Term Resource Monitoring (LTRM) data from 2007.  The LTRM Upper 

Mississippi River Restoration Program has done annual sampling from 1993 to present. The 

EAW states that 59 fish species are present in Pool 4; however, over the history of this program, 

87 species have been collected in Pool 4.  Furthermore, Pitlo 1995 indicates that there are 99 

species present in Pool 4, and there is new information from the Upper Mississippi River 

Conservation Committee (UMRCC) Fisheries Compendium 4th edition by Schlesser 2020 that 

shows status and distribution of fishes. The EIS should use the most complete and current 

information available to assess potential impacts to the fish population within Lower Pool 4 

from the proposed project and all project alternatives evaluated. This assessment should 

include all fish Species of Greatest Conservation Need (SGCN). 

14. Page 21, Rare Features.  The river corridor is one of the most significant migratory routes in 

North America. The project directly borders the Audubon Society’s Upper Mississippi River 

National Wildlife Refuge Important Bird Area (IBA). Please reference the Audubon Society’s site 

report for a full list of migratory birds that utilize the project area. A robust alternatives analysis 

is needed to avoid and minimize impacts to this important area. 

15. Page 21 Rare Features.  This section should also describe rare plant communities and ecological 

features including Minnesota Biological Survey (MBS) Sites of Biodiversity Significance, Lakes of 

https://gcc02.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.umrcc.org%2F_files%2Fugd%2Fd70a05_ae23c44980224c7c8a6fda60a8102187.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CNeil.Rude%40state.mn.us%7C7545ed3001864d3a8a8008da1e286f09%7Ceb14b04624c445198f26b89c2159828c%7C0%7C0%7C637855456245690626%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=ro3qtF9pgtT1xxK60MMYPh3aZHKiabkQwVjBmHe%2Bfm4%3D&reserved=0
https://umrcc.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Compendium-4th-Edition-Final-For-Printer-2-28-2020.pdf
https://www.audubon.org/important-bird-areas/upper-mississippi-river-nwr-iba
https://www.audubon.org/important-bird-areas/upper-mississippi-river-nwr-iba
https://netapp.audubon.org/iba/Reports/2778?_gl=1*1aii5qv*_ga*Nzk3NjE2MjExLjE2NTg0MTY4ODE.*_ga_X2XNL2MWTT*MTY1ODQxNjg4MS4xLjAuMTY1ODQxNjg4MS42MA..
https://netapp.audubon.org/iba/Reports/2778?_gl=1*1aii5qv*_ga*Nzk3NjE2MjExLjE2NTg0MTY4ODE.*_ga_X2XNL2MWTT*MTY1ODQxNjg4MS4xLjAuMTY1ODQxNjg4MS42MA..
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Outstanding Biological Significance, and DNR Native Plant Communities. The proposed project’s 
proximity to the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife Refuge and all of the species that 

depend upon it should be discussed comprehensively within the EIS, including identifications of 

alternatives to avoid or minimize impacts. Please see the list of recommendations in the 

enclosed July 8, 2022 DNR NHIS letter regarding work within an MBS Site. 

16. Page 21, Project Effects.  This section should thoroughly consider the potential impacts of all of 

the project alternatives, including the impact of all alternatives to each state-listed and 

federally-listed species. Section 13.d. Control Measures, should address what measures will be 

taken for each alternative to avoid impacting these species. Please see the enclosed NHIS letter 

for requirements and avoidance measures pertaining to the Timber rattlesnake, mussels, and 

rare fish species. The EIS should also include a detailed discussion of avoidance and mitigation 

measures for each alternative.  

17. Page 23, Visual.  Given the proximity to the Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife Refuge 

and the Audubon Society’s IBA, any proposed lighting associated with any of the alternatives 

analyzed could impact migratory birds and other wildlife present in the area. Lighting for each 

alternative should be described in greater detail within the EIS. 

18. Page 27, Traffic.  This section focuses solely on land-based transportation impacts of one 

alternative (the City’s preferred alternative). Each of the alternatives should be analyzed for 

impacts on both land-based and water-based transportation. 

19. Page 28, Cumulative Potential Effects.  For each alternative, the SEAW and future EIS process 

should address the potential loss of fish spawning habitat, disruption of fish movement to the 

side channel, the resuspension of sediments as barges are maneuvered, and possible 

entrainment of fish in barge propellers. It is likely that the proposed project and any other 

project alternatives involving dredging will also require future dredging to maintain 

functionality of the site. As a result, the impacts of sedimentation and future site disturbance 

should be described for each alternative involving dredging. 

The narrative of what appears to be the City’s preferred alternative would be enhanced by 

including a description of the previous wetland violation and restoration that occurred at this 

site.   

DNR Work in Public Waters Permitting Needs 

One of the fundamental purposes of the EIS is to inform entities that will ultimately need to make 

permitting decisions of the environmental impacts of the proposed project and its alternatives.  Under 

Minnesota law, the bar for obtaining a DNR Public Waters Work Permit for a new barge facility within 

such a sensitive and valuable natural resource is high, making the alternatives analysis a particularly 

important part of this EIS and any subsequent permitting process.  

As proposed, this project would require a DNR Public Waters Work Permit to dredge a channel, create 

a barging facility, and deposit spoils below the Ordinary High Water Level (OHWL) of the Mississippi 

River. Any project alternatives identified and evaluated may also have elements requiring a DNR Public 

Waters Work Permit. The DNR is required to evaluate an application for a Public Waters Work Permit 

for consistency with Minnesota Statutes 103G and Minnesota Rules 6115.0150 through 6115.0280. 

Therefore, the EIS should address: 















 

 

July 20, 2022 

Caroline Gregerson 

City Administrator  

Wabasha Port Authority 

900 Hiawatha Drive East 

Wabasha, MN  55981 

Re: Wabasha Barge Facility Environmental Assessment Worksheet 

Dear Caroline Gregerson: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Scoping Environmental Assessment 

Worksheet (EAW) for the Wabasha Barge Facility project (Project) located in Wabasha, Wabasha 

County, Minnesota. The Project consists of a new barge facility for the transfer of sand from Mississippi 

River channel dredging activities. Regarding matters for which the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency 

(MPCA) has regulatory responsibility and other interests, the MPCA staff has the following comments for 

your consideration. 

Permits and Approvals (Item 8) 

• This section indicates that a Clean Water Act (CWA) Section 404 Permit from the U.S. Army Corps of 

Engineers (USACE) for project related wetland impacts may be necessary. The EIS (Environmental 

Impact Statement) should clarify that if a USACE Section 404 Individual Permit is required for any 

Project activity, then an MPCA CWA Section 401 Water Quality Certification or waiver must also be 

obtained as part of the permitting process. You can find additional information about the MPCA’s 

401 Certification process at: https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/clean-water-act-section-401-

water-quality-certifications. For further information about the 401 Water Quality Certification 

process, please contact Bill Wilde at 651-757-2825 or William.wilde@state.mn.us. 

• Please note that the project may require a State Disposal System Permit for the use/disposal of 

dredged material in upland areas depending on how this is completed and who is doing the work. 

More information regarding a permit can be found at: 

http://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/dredgedmaterials.html. Questions regarding disposal of 

dredged material should be directed to Emily Schnick at 651-757-2699. 

Soils and Topography (Item 10) 

• As stated above, the access dredging for the barge facility may need a permit depending on how 

that is completed and who is doing the work. It is not clear if this dredging will be conducted by the 

USACE as part of their permit or another entity. This should be clarified in the EIS. 

• Additional information should be provided in the EIS regarding the access dredging volume and how 

will it be reused or disposed. 

• The Scoping EAW states that the dredged material will be brought to an upland area of the site but 

is not clear if this is for dewatering or reuse and if there is any sampling data on this material. Since 

this is not part of the navigational channel, it is assumed that the material is silty and would require 

sampling. This should be discussed in the EIS.

https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/clean-water-act-section-401-water-quality-certifications
https://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/clean-water-act-section-401-water-quality-certifications
mailto:William.wilde@state.mn.us
http://www.pca.state.mn.us/water/dredgedmaterials.html
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• It is not clear if this new site will have dredge storage and dewatering activities and if so, what is 

planned. This may require the Wabasha Port Authority to obtain a permit for the management of 

dredged material separate from the USACE permit. Please clarify in the EIS. 

Water Resources (Item 11) 

Surface Water 

• The EIS should clarify that if the USACE Section 404 permit or the Section 10 permit is required and 

in accordance with Minnesota Statutes, the Project should include the MPCA as a regulator of all 

surface waters as defined by Minn. Stat. § 115.01, subd. 22 Waters of the state. Even though there 

may be surface waters that are determined to be USACE non-jurisdictional or exempt from the 

Wetland Conservation Act, all surface waters are regulated by the MPCA, and any surface water 

impact needs to be described in the application and may require mitigation. 

• In addition, if any of the USACE permitting vehicles are required, the 401 Water Quality Certification 

must also be included and becomes an enforceable component of the associated federal license or 

permit, issued under either Section 404 of the Clean Water Act or Section 10 of the Rivers and 

Harbors Act. The scope of a Clean Water Act Section 401 certification is limited to assuring that a 

discharge from a federally licensed or permitted activity will comply with water quality 

requirements. In addition, the Project proposer must also submit to the MPCA the Antidegradation 

Assessment in accordance with water quality standards Minn R. 7050.0265 and should review the 

Antidegradation requirements in 7050.0285. 

Stormwater 

• It appears the Project location is on a reach of the Mississippi River that does not have a 

construction-related impairment, therefore additional best management practices (BMPs) 

are not required. However, since the Project borders the river and several wetlands are also located 

within the project area, the MPCA National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System/State Disposal 

System (NPDES/SDS) Construction Stormwater Permit (CSW Permit) requires redundant down 

gradient sediment controls if soil disturbance will encroach within the existing 50 feet of natural 

buffer to any of the waterbodies. 

• The planned permanent stormwater management for new impervious surface will consist of ditches 

constructed around the perimeter of the site. Please note that the CSW Permit requires use of a 

volume reduction method, such as infiltration, to treat the first 1 inch of stormwater volume that is 

not discharged to the receiving water. If infiltration is not feasible due to prohibitions at the site, the 

Project proposer can also consider stormwater reuse or other method to limit stormwater 

discharges from the site. Questions regarding Construction Stormwater Permit requirements should 

be directed to Roberta Getman at 507-206-2629 or Roberta.Getman@state.mn.us.  

mailto:Roberta.Getman@state.mn.us
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We appreciate the opportunity to review this Project. Please provide your specific responses to our 

comments and notice of decision on the need for an Environmental Impact Statement. Please be aware 

that this letter does not constitute approval by the MPCA of any or all elements of the Project for the 

purpose of pending or future permit action(s) by the MPCA. Ultimately, it is the responsibility of the 

Project proposer to secure any required permits and to comply with any requisite permit conditions. If 

you have any questions concerning our review of this EAW, please contact me by email at 

Karen.kromar@state.mn.us or by telephone at 651-757-2508. 

Sincerely, 

Karen Kromar 
This document has been electronically signed. 

Karen Kromar 

Planner Principal 

Environmental Review Unit 

Resource Management and Assistance Division 

KK:rs 

cc: Dan Card, MPCA, St. Paul 

 Bill Wilde, MPCA, St. Paul 

 Emily Schnick, MPCA, St. Paul 

 Roberta Getman, MPCA, Rochester 

 Wayne Cords, MPCA, Mankato 

mailto:Karen.kromar@state.mn.us


 

 

 United States Department of the Interior 
 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 

 Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge 

102 Walnut Street, Suite 204 

Winona, Minnesota  55987 

 

 

July 20, 2022 

 

Caroline Gregerson 

Wabasha Port Authority 

900 Hiawatha Drive East 

Wabasha, MN 55981 

 

RE:  Scoping Document, Wabasha Barge Facility, Wabasha County; and 

 Wabasha Barge Terminal, Draft Scoping Decision Document 

 

Dear Ms. Gregerson, 

 

This letter serves as transmittal for comments regarding the two referenced documents related to the 

Wabasha Port Authority’s Barge Terminal proposal. Comments are listed below and reference enclosures 

attached to this letter. 

 

The Draft Scoping Decision Document “Modified Designs or Layouts” section includes a statement that 

“modified design or layout alternatives were evaluated… along with the location, size, and orientation of 

the dredge material storage areas were considered.” Neither referenced document nor the Site Plan map 

address dredge material storage by location or quantity. Material storage has the potential to significantly 

impact the site and must be addressed. Additionally, the cover page of the Scoping Document lists 

“transportation of agricultural products and shipping containers” neither of which are discussed. 

 

The following comments reference only the Scoping Document.  

 

On Page 2, the Scoping Document states this is a City of Wabasha Port Authority project though the tax 

parcel numbers identified within the Project Area are owned by the Kohner Sand and Gravel Company 

and account for 26.75 acres of the 54.0 acre Study Area.  The remaining 27.25 acres are assumed to be the 

areas outlined within the backwaters of the Mississippi River, however, the Site Plan appears to 

encompass a much smaller acreage. There needs to be clarity regarding what features and uses are being 

evaluated and ownership of the parcels included in the evaluation (private, City, State, Federal). 

Documentation as to the ownership of the river shoreline and river bottom in the areas planned for 

dredging will be required. 

 

On Page 6 - Outdoor Recreation, the discussion and corresponding maps have completely overlooked the 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s (FWS) Upper Mississippi River National Wildlife and Fish Refuge 

(Refuge) which is the adjacent land owner to this project (Attachments 1 and 2) and manages nearly 

14,000 acres in Lower Pool 4. The Nelson-Trevino Bottoms is also owned in fee-title by the FWS not the 

Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources as stated in the document.   



On Page 7 – Zoning, the project is located within an area zoned for Low-Density Residential as well as a 

S1 Shoreland Overlay Zone which has, among others, the goal of protecting surface water quality which 

is in direct contradiction to this project. However, 9b Project Compatibility, states that the proposed 

project is compatible with the zoning. An explanation of this compatibility declaration will be needed. 

On Page 12 – Wetlands, in addition to the four wetland basins delineated on the upland, the entire area to 

be dredged for access is a wetland and impacts to this area need to be accounted for in the document.  

On Page 14 – Stormwater, the description of stormwater quantity states that the water will be treated prior 

to release to the Mississippi River. A description of how and where that treatment will occur is needed. 

On Pages 19-21 – Fish, Wildlife, Plant Communities, & Sensitive Ecological Resources, this section 

provides no discussion regarding aquatic plant communities, eagle nests, or the nearby great blue heron 

nesting colony. Although not all are active, there are approximately 60 bald eagle nests in Lower Pool 4 

with three in the general vicinity of this project. Additional surveys will be required prior to beginning 

this project to determine nesting activity in the immediate area. In the “Rare Features” section there is 

reference to conducting a regulatory review through the FWS Ecological Services (ES) office utilizing the 

Information for Planning and Consultation (IPaC) system. While this consultation is adequate for a 

determination on properties located outside of the Refuge boundary, the findings are not sufficient for 

determinations or for obtaining a Special Use Permit (SUP) for activities within the Refuge boundary.  

Finally, as was addressed in comments to USACE regarding the Pool 4 Dredge Material Management 

Plan (DMMP) the use of this property was identified and evaluated as the “Carrels Site” which has led to 

confusion on this project.  The DMMP noted that 18 acres of this Project Area are approved in the 

Channel Maintenance Management Plan (CMMP) (Attachment 3). A discussion regarding how this pre-

determined use will impact the development of a barge terminal needs to be addressed.  As was expressed 

to USACE, the Refuge has concern over the development of a barge terminal at this location. As 

indicated on your Site Plan there is limited area for barges to maneuver and an expectation that they will 

enter the terminal at an angle. It is likely that the island directly in-front (riverward) of the proposed 

terminal, which is FWS fee-title, will become a point for barges to nose-in which leads to damaged or 

downed trees and erosion which will be exaggerated by propwash from barges turning and passing.   

We look forward to future involvement with the team preparing the Wabasha Barge Facility 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for this project. Please do not hesitate to contact Winona District 

Manager Mary Stefanski at mary_stefanski@fws.gov or 507-494-6229 if there are questions.  

Sincerely, 

Sabrina Chandler 

Refuge Manager  

mailto:mary_stefanski@fws.gov


Attachment 1. Land ownership and classification.



FWS

Attachment 2.

FWS ownership.



Attachment 3. Drawing from the 2008 CMMP showing location for dredged material placement.



From: BJRaney <brianjraney@gmail.com>  

Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2022 6:09 PM 

To: Caroline Gregerson <cityadmin@wabasha.org> 

Subject: Comments on Proposed Wabasha Terminal Facility 

 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I have two concerns with the proposed Wabasha Barge Facility.   

The first concern, though somewhat addressed in the reduction of traffic and 

congestion in other Wabasha neighborhoods, has to do with cost/benefit: how much 

will this cost, who pays for it, and what's the return on this investment?  Particularly, 

if the Army Corps of Engineers chooses not to use it.  Their recent dredging plan did 

not lock them into using the facility, it only mentions it as a potential option.  

My next concern is with the dredging material itself. I don’t see much discussion of 
the pollutants that might be in the material, and thus exposed to the citizens of 

Wabasha via this facility.   Unfortunately, for many years the Mississippi has been a 

convenient dumping place for cities and companies that are along it.  Though much of 

this has been stopped, the dredge material could still be holding it.  This can contain 

what we are recently finding more and more as water contamination, Per- and 

polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS), also known as “forever chemicals.”  They are 

resistant to breakdown, and linger in the environment “forever.” PFAS has been 
linked to a number of health issues.  PFAS compounds have been found in dust 

accumulations, even in indoor spaces.  My concern is by bringing this dredging 

material to shore where such pollutants can become airborne, that we increase this risk 

to our community.   Will there be a plan in place to sample the dredge material for 

these and other pollutants, and an appropriate action plan to address their discovery? 

 

Brian Raney 

mailto:brianjraney@gmail.com
mailto:cityadmin@wabasha.org
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